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Introduction and agenda
1. UK Economic Crime (Transparency and 

Enforcement) Act 2022 (the “Act”)

2. Key trends and enduring themes in the trusts and 
family office sector
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Evolution of the Act

• March 2016 Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy discussion paper
• April 2016 People with Significant Control (“PSC”) register
• April 2017 Call for evidence 
• July 2018 Registration of Overseas Entities Bill
• July 2019 Government response to joint committee report
• 1 March 2022 First reading, House of Commons 
• 7 March 2022 Second reading, committee stage, report stage and third reading, House of 

Commons
• 8 & 9 March 2022 First and second readings, House of Lords
• 14 March 2022 Committee stage, report stage and third reading, House of Lords
• 15 March 2022 Royal Assent
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What does the Act do?
• Part 1: registration of overseas entities

• Part 2: unexplained wealth orders

• Part 3: sanctions

• Framework for the Registrar to maintain a register 
of overseas entities (a “Register”)

• Overseas entities owning or purchasing UK land to 
register with Companies House and take steps to 
identify and register their beneficial owner(s)

• It is a register of beneficial owners of overseas 
entities that hold UK land, not a register of 
beneficial owners of UK land
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How does the Act work?
• Part 1 not yet in force

• Six-month transitional period for registration 
on Register once in force

• Registration by an “overseas entity” which is 
the registered proprietor of a “qualifying 
estate” in England or Wales

• An “overseas entity” is a legal entity that is 
not governed by UK law

• A legal entity is a body corporate, 
partnership or other entity that (in each 
case) is a legal person under its governing 
law 

• A “qualifying estate” is a freehold estate in 
land or a leasehold estate in land for a term 
of more than seven years.  This covers all UK 
land – residential or commercial

• Retrospective effect – January 1999

• Inability to buy or sell UK registered land 
unless on the Register
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What 
information 

must be given?

• Modelled on PSC register

• Application to Companies House, including information on the 
overseas entity – name of entity, country of incorporation, 
registered or principal office, service address, legal form, 
governing law

• Confirmation that the entity: 
• has identified one or more “registrable beneficial owners” 

(“RBOs”) and has no reasonable cause to believe there are 
others

• has no reasonable cause to believe there are any RBOs

• has reasonable cause to believe there is at least one RBO 
that it has not identified

• Information notices to identify RBOs
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Definition of a “registrable beneficial owner” (“RBO”)
• Registrable beneficial owner” – an individual, entity or government body 
that meets any of the following conditions:

• it holds (directly/indirectly) more than 25% of the shares (Condition 
1) or voting rights (Condition 2)

• it has the right (directly/indirectly) to appoint or remove a majority of 
the directors (Condition 3)

• it is able to exercise “significant influence or control” over the entity 
(Condition 4)

• it is able to exercise “significant influence or control” over the 
activities of a trust, partnership, unincorporated association or entity 
that is not a legal person, and the trustees of that trust or members 
of that other entity meet one or more of the above conditions 
(Condition 5)

• Similar to the PSC regime

• Meaning of “significant influence or control”
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How will the Act work in relation to 
trusts?

• A trust with individual trustees holding UK land will not be 
caught by the definition of an “overseas entity”

• A trust with an overseas corporate trustee holding UK land 
will be required to register on the Register and provide 
information on itself and its RBOs

• Where a trust holds an overseas company that holds UK land, 
the overseas entity will need to register on the Register

• Additional information will need to be provided on the trust, 
including details of the settlor, beneficiaries and any other 
individual/entity with control over the trust (e.g. a protector)

• Naming of beneficiaries - wider requirement than under the 
UK’s Trust Registration Service (“TRS”)
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How far up the ownership chain do 
you go?

• Consequences of “directly or indirectly” . . . you trace 
the UBOs

• Exemption for a beneficial owner holding an indirect 
interest through a legal entity “subject to its own 
disclosure requirements”

• Reflects the similar PSC exemption

• No need to identify the beneficial owners of any UK 
incorporated company within the structure.  However, 
underlying overseas entity still required to register on 
the Register
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What other 
information is 

required?

• Prescribed information in relation to the RBO, depending on its 
nature

• Name, address, nationality and date of birth and – if an entity –
the form or legal entity of the RBO as well as the Condition met

• Where no RBOs are identified, the entity must provide 
information on its managing officers

• Application for registration once prescribed information has 
been obtained
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How public will the Register be?
• Open to public inspection

• Certain information unavailable: exact day of birth, residential address of a registrable beneficial 
owner or managing officer, name and contact details of individual named in application, any 
required information about trusts

• Duty to update information

• Application for removal from Register

• Offences
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Enforcement
• Inability to buy or sell UK land due to HM Land Registry requirements

• Overseas entities required to be registered before they can acquire a qualifying estate –
transfer not otherwise registered

• Overseas entities holding UK land required to register, and restriction to be entered on UK title 
register

• Overseas entities disposing of UK land between 22 February 2022 and the end of six months 
after Part 1 of the Act comes into force must register.  Daily fine of up to £2,500.

• Offence of failing to comply with an information notice – fine or imprisonment
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Trust Registration Service (TRS)
• An interest in land will only result in a requirement 
to register details of a trust’s beneficial owners 
under the TRS where:

• it is held directly by the trustee; and 

• it was acquired after 6 October 2020, 

unless and until the trust incurs a UK tax charge.
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Scenarios – the Register, TRS and PSC 
regime

• Scenario A – individual owns UK land via a Cayman company

• Scenario B – direct ownership of UK land by a Cayman trust with a Cayman corporate trustee

• Scenario C – ownership of UK land by a Cayman company held by a Cayman trust

• Scenario D – ownership of UK land by a chain of Cayman companies held by a Cayman trust

• Scenario E – ownership of UK land within a PTC structure

• Scenario F – ownership of UK land within a foundation structure

• Scenario G – ownership of UK land by an overseas nominee company holding for a Cayman trust
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Scenario A – individual owns UK land via a 
Cayman company

Cayman company (C Co)

• C Co required to register

• Information about C Co to be included in the application

• Individual owner meets Conditions 1 – 4 and so her information 
will be included

• All information publicly available
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Scenario B – direct ownership of UK land by a 
Cayman trust with a Cayman corporate trustee

Cayman 
Trust

Cayman corporate 
trustee

• Corporate trustee required to register

• Required information about corporate trustee, and on any 
persons who qualify as RBOs of the corporate trustee

• No information required in relation to the trust

• Corporate trustee as a widely-held overseas company, or as 
an overseas subsidiary of a widely-held overseas company 
unlikely to have RBOs

• CF trust with individual trustees – not registrable

• TRS – only if acquired property since 6 October 2020 or if 
the trust is subject to UK tax in relation to the property (e.g. 
income tax on rental income or inheritance tax charges)
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Scenario C – ownership of UK land by a 
Cayman company held by a Cayman trust

Cayman company 
(C Co)

Cayman 
Trust

• C Co required to register

• Trustee meets Condition 1 through its shareholding in C Co and 
is therefore an RBO (a protector might also be a RBO) 

• Specific information on the trust to be provided, although not 
available for public inspection

• No TRS registration unless/until the trust incurs a UK tax 
liability

• [No requirement to register where the underlying company is a 
UK entity.  PSC regime will apply, TRS will not apply.]
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Scenario D – ownership of UK land by a chain of 
Cayman companies held by a Cayman trust

Cayman company 
(C Co 1)

Cayman company 
(C Co 2)

Cayman company 
(C Co 3)

Cayman 
Trust

• C Co 1 will be required to register

• Information will need to be provided in relation to the trust

• [No registration would be needed if C Co 1 was a UK company]

• C Co 2 and C Co 3 will not be required to register, as you look up 
the chain of ownership

• TRS regime not applicable
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Scenario E – ownership of UK land within a 
PTC structure

Private trust 
company

Cayman 
purpose 
trust

• Dependent on exact structure

• Shares in private trust companies (PTCs) are often held by a 
dedicated purpose trust

• Identity of trustee – professional trustee of a purpose trust and 
enforcer may qualify as an RBO

• If shares in PTCs are held by family members one or more of the 
Conditions may be met and information would need to be provided 
for the Register
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Scenario F – ownership of UK land within a 
foundation structure

Cayman company

Foundation
• Currently unclear how the Act will apply to foundations

• Two options:

• a foundation which has legal personality in its “home” jurisdiction 
is treated as a legal entity – similar to a company; or

• a foundation is regarded as similar to a trust – this would follow 
the treatment of foundations under the TRS and the 
implementation into UK law of the EU’s Fourth and Fifth Anti-
Money Laundering Directives
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Scenario G – ownership of UK land by an overseas 
nominee company holding for a Cayman trust

Cayman nominee 
company (N Co)Cayman 

Trust

Offshore corporate 
services firm (O Co)

Legal title

• N Co to register and provide details of its RBOs (i.e. O Co 
shareholders)

• No requirement to include trust details on the Register

• [A UK nominee company would not be required to register, 
but would be subject to the PSC regime]

• TRS – although a bare trust, it is a trust arrangement.  
However, it is only required to register if the property was 
acquired on or after 6 October 2020 or where there is a UK 
tax liability
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What do we need to watch out for?
• Not yet ready to go

• No guidance published by the Government to date

• Regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of State

• Areas for clarification:
• information required where the beneficiaries are a class
• treatment of foundations
• enforcement and sufficiency of penalties

• Does it achieve the stated/desired legislative objective?

• Register deadline – six months from the commencement date under the Act (to be confirmed)
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Key trends and 
enduring themes 
in the trusts and 
family office 
sector
A DISCUSSION
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Key trends and enduring themes
• New wine in old bottles

• The relevance of existing structures in a changing world

• Working in a progressive and inclusive manner with beneficiaries – developing agency

• Developing the roles of trustees and advisers

• New strategies in the family wealth lexicon
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